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Based on Fixational EyeMovements
Norio Tagawa
Abstract
Fixational eye movement is an essential function for watching things using the
retina, which has the property of responding only to changes in incident light.
However, since the rotation of the eyeball causes the translational movement of the
crystalline lens, it is possible in principle to recover the depth of the object from the
moving image obtained in this way. We have proposed two types of depth restora-
tion methods based on fixation tremor; differential-type method and integral-type
method. The first is based on the change in image brightness between frames, and
the latter is based on image blurring due to movement. In this chapter, we introduce
them and explain the simulations and experiments performed to verify their
operation.
Keywords: motion stereoscopic, fixational eye movements, differential-type
method, integral-type method, optical flow, gradient equation, image blur
1. Introduction
When humans stare at a target, an irregular involuntary movement called
fixational eye movements occur [1]. The human retina can maintain reception
sensitivity by finely vibrating the image of the target on the retina, so in order to see
something, first fixation motion is required. It has been reported that the vibrations
may work not only as such the intrinsic function to preserve photosensitivity but
also as an assistance in image analysis, the mechanism of which can be interpreted
as an instance of stochastic resonance (SR) [1]. SR is inspired by biology, more
specifically by neuron dynamics [2], and based on it, the Dynamic Retina (DR) [3]
and the Resonant Retina (RR) [4], which are new vision devices taking advantage
of random camera vibrations, were proposed for contrast enhancement and edge
detection respectively. It has been reported that the movement of the retinal image
due to fixation eye movements can be an unconscious clue to depth perception, and
an actual vision system based on fixational eye movements has been proposed [5].
On the other hand, binocular stereopsis is vigorous and plays an essential role in
depth perception of a human vision system [6]. In general, binocular stereopsis
detects relatively large disparities, hence it can recognize high accurate depth.
However this causes an occlusion problem, and a lot of solutions of it have been
proposed. Wang et al. have proposed a local detector for occlusion based on deep
learning [7]. In [8], a robust depth restoration method has been proposed that
integrates line-field imaging technology that simultaneously observes multiple
angle views with stereo vision. Therefore, we expect that primitive depth
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information detected by fixational eye movements can be used to solve occlusion
for binocular stereopsis. There is a concern that the accuracy of depth restoration by
a small camera motion is lower than that of stereo vision. Even so, it is expected that
erroneous correspondence due to the existence of occlusion can be reduced by using
the depth information from fixational eye movements for the correspondence
problem in stereo vision.
In monocular stereoscopic vision, “structure from motion (SFM)” has been the
most widely studied, and many remarkable results have been reported. SFM has
various calculation principles. To achieve spatially dense depth recovery with high
computational efficiency, a method based on the gradient equation that expresses
the constraint between the spatiotemporal derivative values of image intensity and
the movement on the image is effective [9–11]. It should be noted that for such a
gradient method, there is an appropriate size of movement to recover the correct
depth. Since the gradient equation holds perfectly for small motions, the error in the
equation cannot be ignored for very large motions. On the contrary, in the case of
small movement, the motion information is buried in the observation error of the
spatiotemporal derivative in intensity.
Adaptation of the frame rate is required to make the motion size suitable for the
gradient method. We have proposed a method that does not require a variable
frame rate based on multi-resolution decomposition of images, but it requires high
computational cost [12]. Therefore, we focus on small movements with an emphasis
on avoiding equation errors in the gradient method. Then, in order to solve the
above signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) problem that occurs with small movements, many
observations are collected and used all at once [13, 14]. In such a strategy, it is
desirable that the direction and size of the motion take different values. From the
above discussion, we examined a depth perception model based on fixational eye
movement and gradient method. Fixational eye movements are divided into three
types: microsaccades, drifts, and tremors. As the first report of our attempt, we
focused on tremor, the smallest of the three types. In the next step, we plan to use
drift and microsaccade analogies for further progress. Using a lot of images cap-
tured with random small motions of camera, which consists of three-dimensional
(3-D) rotations imitating fixational eyeball motions [1], many observations can be
used at each pixel, i.e. many gradient equations can be used to recover the each
depth value corresponding to the each pixel. Since the difference between the
center of the three-dimensional rotation and the lens center generates a transla-
tional motion of the lens center, depth information can be obtained from these
images. Simulations with artificial images confirm that the proposed method works
effectively when the observed noise is an actual sample of a theoretically defined
noise model.
However, if the wavelength of the main luminance pattern is small compared to
the size of the motion in the image, aliasing will occur and the gradient equation will
be useless. In other words, the methods of [13, 14] cannot be applied. To avoid the
above problem, we proposed a new scheme based on the integral form that also
used the analogy of fixational eye movement [15, 16]. Add up the many images
generated by the above method to get one blurry image. The degree of blur is a
function of pixel position and also depends on the depth value of each pixel. That is,
the difference in the degree of image blur indicates the depth information. Based on
the proposed scheme, the spatial distribution of the image blur is effectively esti-
mated using the blurred image and the original image without blur. By modeling the
small 3-D rotation of the camera as a Gaussian random variable, the depth map can
be calculated analytically from this blur distribution.
Several depth recovery methods using motion-blur have been already proposed,
but those use the blur caused by definite and simple camera motions. For example,
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smooth depth tends to be recovered from the recognized smooth motion blur from
Figure 8(c), it can be confirmed that the smoothness constraint of Eq. (23) is an
obstacle to the reduction of RMSE.
5. Real image experiments of differential-type method
5.1 Selective use of image pairs to improve accuracy
When applying the difference-type method to an actual image and checking the
actual performance, the performance was improved by selecting the image pair
used for depth restoration. We have adopted a scheme that excludes image pairs
that are expected to have large approximation errors in the gradient equation on a
pixel-by-pixel basis. We can use the inner product of the spatial gradient vectors of
consecutive image pairs to select image pairs that do not cause aliasing problems.
For each pixel, the image pairs of which the sign of the inner product f i,jð Þs
T
f i, j1ð Þs is







In the next step, from the image pairs remained by the above decision,we additively
select the suitable image pairs at each pixel by estimating the amount of the higher
order terms included in the observation of f t. f t is exactly represented as follows:





x þ f yyv2y þ 2 f xyvxvy
n o
þ⋯: (28)
After discarding a bad image pair, the higher-order terms can be considered small.
In this case, the quadratic term in Eq. (28) can be estimated for each pixel i as follows:
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We can define a measure for estimating the equation error as the ratio of this
higher order term to the first order term.
J ¼
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i,jð Þ




This measurement depends on the direction of the optical flow but is invariant
with respect to the amplitude of the optical flow. To calculate the value of J, we
need to know the true value of the optical flow. By examining the details of J, even
if the difference of the spatial gradient f i,jð Þs  f
i, j1ð Þ
s is large, when the direction of
f i,jð Þs  f
i, j1ð Þ
s is perpendicular to that of optical flow, the equation error becomes




s ∣ can be used as the worst value. In




s ∣ is less than the certain
threshold value are selected at each pixel to be used for depth recovery.
5.2 Camera system implementation
We built the camera hardware system for examining the practical performance
of our camera model shown in Figure 1. The implemented camera system is shown
in Figure 9.
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The camera system can be rotated around the horizontal axis i.e. X axis and
around the vertical axis, i.e. Y axis. The rotation around the optical direction, i.e. Z
direction, cannot be performed, which is not needed to gain the depth information.
The parameters of the system are shown as follows: focal length is 2:8 5:0 mm,
image size is 1,200 1,600 pix., movable widths are 360 deg. for X axis and
10,þ10ð Þ deg. for Y axis, and drivable minimum units are 1 pulse = 0:01 deg. for
X-axis and 1 pulse = 0:00067 deg. for Y-axis.
5.3 Experimental results
In this section, we explain the results of the experiments using the real images
captured by the developed camera system [22]. Our camera system has a parallel
stereo function. That is, the camera can be moved laterally by the slide system. Prior
to the experiment, we calibrated the camera’s internal parameters, including focal
length and Z0, using the method in [23] and stereo calculations. The image used in
the experiment is grayscale, consists of 256 256 pixels, and is 8-bit digitized. An
example is shown in Figure 10(a). The true inverse depth of the target object is
shown in Figure 10(b). It was measured in parallel stereo above using a two-plane
model. In this figure, the horizontal axis shows the position in the image plane,
and the vertical axis shows the inverse depth in units of focal length. We
captured 100 images. The maximum number of iterations of the MAP-EM
Figure 9.
Camera system implemented for tremor rotations.
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algorithm was set to 600. Within this number of iterations, the iterations of almost
all experiments converged. σ2d is heuristically determined. The average value of




s ∣ explained in the previous section with respect to all pixels was
(a) (b)
Figure 10.





Profiles of cross-section of recovered inverse depth: (a) all image pairs are used (100%), (b) threshold
1:5 94%ð image pairs were used), (c) threshold 1:25 86%ð Þ, (d) threshold 1 68%ð Þ, (e) threshold
0:75 62%ð Þ, (f) threshold 0:5 62%ð Þ (reprinted from [22]).
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defined for each image pair as a standard magnification (1) of the threshold for
selecting the suitable image pairs. Namely, by decreasing the threshold magnifica-
tion, we can discard more image pairs. Conversely, by increasing the magnification,
many image pairs can be used for recovery. Because of the limit of pages, we only
show the results with σ2r ¼ 2:64 102 by which the average of the optical flow’s
amplitude approximately coincides with λ=4.
Figure 11 shows the result of the recovered depth for each threshold set as a
constant multiple of the reference value. We also looked at the results using all
image pairs. From these results, it can be confirmed that by reducing the magnifi-
cation, inappropriate image pairs can be discarded and the accuracy of depth
recovery is improved. The percentage shown in the caption of the figure shows the
number of image pairs used for recovery, which is determined in conjunction with
the change in threshold.
6. Conclusions
In this chapter, we introduced a depth recovery algorithms that uses large
number of images with small movements by using camera motion that simulates
fixational eye movements, especially the tremor component. The algorithms can be
divided into a differential-type and an integral-type. For the differential-type, it is
desirable that the movement on the image is relatively small with respect to the
texture pattern of the surface to be imaged, and conversely, for the integral-type, it
is appropriate to apply it to a fine texture compared to the movement on the image.
Therefore, ideally, the development of a depth recovery system in which both
schemes function adaptively and selectively according to the target texture is the
most important task in the future.
A detailed technical issue is to automatically determine the parameters that
control the smoothness of the depth. This can be achieved by considering all
unknowns as stochastic variables and formulating them in the variational Bayesian
framework. As for the integration method, since the resolution of the recovered
depth is low in principle, it is possible to consider a composite type in which the
differential-type is applied again and refinement is performed on the result
obtained by the integral-type.
So far, we have considered a method that assumes only tremor, but in the future,
we are planning to study camera motion that also simulates drift and microsaccade.
In the method for drift component, it is necessary to extend the method based on
tremor to the online version, and then update the depth estimate while advancing
the tracking of the target as time series processing. When using microsaccades, it is
necessary to handle large movements between frames. Therefore, based on the
correspondence of feature points, sparse but highly accurate depth restoration can
be expected. Drift itself does not have much merit in its use, but it plays an
important role in generating microsaccades. As described above, we believe that
an interesting system can be realized by comprehensively using the three
components.
On the other hand, stereoscopic vision and motion stereoscopic vision are diffi-
cult to handle objects with few textures. In [24], we proposed a stereo system that
considers shading information. The projected images to both cameras are calculated
by computer graphics technique while changing the depth estimation value. The
depth is determined so that the generated image matches the image observed by
each camera. As a result, the association between images is indirectly realized.
By introducing this method, it becomes possible to handle textureless objects.
We aim to develop a comprehensive depth restoration method, including the
18
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multi-resolution processing proposed in [12]. In another scheme that deals with the
textureless region in stereo vision, the region where the depth value is constant or
changes smoothly, called the support region, is adaptively determined [25]. We will
also consider whether the relationship between image changes due to tremor and
microsaccade can be used for adaptive determination of this support region.
In recent years, many realizations of stereoscopic vision and motion stereoscopic
vision by deep learning have been reported [26–28]. And the relationship with the
conventional method based on mathematical formulas is often questioned. The
deep learning method is hampered by the addition of a large number of images and
annotations to them. Although unsupervised learning is often devised, the solution
is often limited. Therefore, even if the conventional method is rather complicated
and takes time, if a method capable of more precise depth recovery is constructed, it
can be used for annotation calculation of deep learning. This can be understood as
copying the conventional method to deep neural network (DNN). DNN takes time
to learn, but has the advantage of being able to infer at high speed. In this way, it is
important that both schemes develop in a two-sided relationship.
Appendix
Here, the method of calibrating the axis of rotation is explained using Figure 12.
Let a point in 3-D space be X1 ¼ X1,Y1,Z1½ T in the coordinate system before
camera rotation and X2 ¼ X2,Y2,Z2T in the coordinate system after rotation, and
the coordinates of the corresponding points on the image be x1 ¼ x1, y1, z1
 T
and
x2 ¼ x2, y2, z2
 T
, respectively. Similarly, the optical axes before and after rotation
are z11 ¼ 0, 0, 1½ 
T and z22 ¼ 0, 0, 1½ 
T, respectively. If the rotation is taken around the
X-axis, the rotation matrix is given by the following equation.
R ¼
1 0 0
0 cos θ  sin θ








The translation T of the lens center generated by this rotation is given by the
following equation in the coordinate system before rotation.
Figure 12.
Explanation of rotation axis calibration.
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T1 ¼ Z0 z12  Z0 z11 ¼ Z0 R Ið Þ z11  Z0 Sz11, (32)
where z12 represents the optical axis after rotation in the coordinate system
before rotation. In addition, X1 and X2 have the following relationship.
X2 ¼ RT X1  T1
 
! RX2 ¼ X1  T1 (33)
Furthermore, by substituting the relation of x1 ¼ X11=Z1, x2 ¼ X22=Z2 into
Eq. (33), the following equation is obtained.
Z2Rx2 ¼ X1  Z0Sz11: (34)
By expressing this equation in terms of components and organizing it, the
following two equations are derived.
Z2 y2 cos θ  sin θ
 
¼ Y1 þ Z0 sin θ, (35)
Z2 y2 sin θ þ cos θ
 
¼ Z1  Z0 cos θ  1ð Þ: (36)
By substituting Eq. (35) into Eq. (36), the solution of Z0 can be derived as
follows:
Z0 ¼
Z1 y2 cos θ  sin θ
 
 Y1 y2 sin θ þ cos θ
 
sin θ y2 sin θ þ cos θ
 
þ cos θ  1ð Þ y2 cos θ  sin θ
  : (37)
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